Test 5 Format (covers Daxue Yuwen Lessons 5-6)

1. Match the 6 fixed Chinese idioms/expressions with the situation they each best expresses. (18%) Please study the meaning of the following Chinese idioms/expressions:

对牛弹琴
自相矛盾
画蛇添足
井底之蛙
背道而驰
五十步笑百步

2. Put a provided word in each item in a proper place. (30%) Study all sentence patterns and word usages in both lessons.

For example, ‘跟你说话(a)就像对牛(b)弹琴,你(c)怎么就是听不懂呢? (简直)’
-> The answer is A.

3. Fill in the blanks with provided words in a paragraph. (22%)

4. Complete each sentence with the provided word or phrases, using 得. (18%)

See examples in Exercise 1 on p.114 in Lesson 6.

5. Fill in the blanks with appropriate resultative verb phrases provided. (12%) See examples in Exercise 3 on p.95 in Lesson 5.